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SUMMARY

Huntington’s disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant progressive neurodegenerative disorder that

typically begins in middle adulthood. The neurodegenerative process that underlies HD, however,

likely begins many years before clinical diagnosis. Since genetic testing can identify individuals

that will develop HD during this preclinical period, clinical trials aiming to slow disease

progression will likely focus on this phase of the illness in an effort to delay disease onset. How to

best measure the efficacy of potential disease-modifying therapies in preclinical HD remains a

complex challenge. This article will review the clinical and imaging measures that have been

assessed as potential markers of disease progression in preclinical and early symptomatic HD.

Huntington’s disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant neurodegenerative disorder that

progresses inexorably to death, usually over a period of 10–30 years. HD by definition refers

to a clinically manifest disorder that is characterized by motor, psychiatric and cognitive

signs and symptoms, but the neurodegenerative process underlying these manifestations

begins many years before clinical onset. In fact, the neurodegenerative process in a person

with the HD gene mutation likely spans an average of approximately 40 years, comprised of

20 years before clear symptom onset (preclinical HD [pHD]) and 20 years with the

progressively worsening clinical disorder.

Current therapies for HD target the signs and symptoms of the disorder but fail to alter the

long-term course of the disease. Although better symptomatic therapies are needed,

interventions to slow or halt the neurodegenerative process could have an even greater

impact on the long-term outcomes for HD patients. In fact, the experimental therapeutics of

HD have focused on potential disease-modifying therapies for several years, and numerous

ongoing long-term clinical trials seek to identify therapies that can slow the progression of

HD. For example, two current trials are evaluating whether the nutritional supplements

coenzyme Q10 (the 2CARE trial) or creatine (the CREST-E trial) can alter the progression

of mild-to-moderate HD. However, given that HD gene mutation carriers can be identified

years before clinical onset through genetic testing, a natural outgrowth of this work would

be to study potential disease-modifying therapies in preclinical gene mutation carriers.

Nonetheless, performing clinical trials in a group of clinically normal individuals may be

problematic for several reasons. One major difficulty is defining the best outcome measure

for use in such trials. Currently, clinical trials in HD utilize clinical outcome measures such
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as the Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS), but these measures are

designed to detect changes in HD patients with manifest signs and symptoms, and may not

be useful in clinically unaffected individuals. Measuring phenoconversion (i.e., progressing

from pHD to diagnosed HD) as an outcome measure may be impractical as subjects in

clinical trials may be many years from developing unequivocal signs of HD. This article will

review the clinical and imaging methods that may be useful in monitoring disease

progression in pHD and early manifest HD.

Clinical changes in pHD

Subtle clinical changes may occur in pHD years before the severity of these changes rises to

the level of a confirmed clinical diagnosis. Since the HD gene mutation was identified in

1993, many studies have examined the nature of the clinical changes that occur in pHD,

providing a picture of how the clinical manifestations of HD evolve from apparently

nonspecific mild abnormalities to overt clinical signs of the disease.

Motor

Several studies have documented subtle changes in motor functioning predating a formal

diagnosis of HD. In general, although these studies demonstrate that abnormalities can be

detected and are more likely to be present as individuals approach a confirmed diagnosis [1],

the variability in motor functioning, both within and between individuals, make assessments

of motor function an impractical way of monitoring disease progression in pHD.

Motor abnormalities, including chorea and dystonia, oculomotor dysfunction and gait and

balance changes, have been described in pHD. Subtle chorea and oculomotor abnormalities

appear to be the most commonly detected changes [2,3]. The largest and most rigorous study

of the motor features of pHD has been the PREDICT-HD study [1]. This ongoing

multicenter study has examined the clinical features of 733 pHD subjects. For the whole

cohort, the probability of clinical diagnosis within 5 years based upon CAG repeat length

and age was 20%; this group had a mean UHDRS [4] motor score of five (the scale ranges

from zero [normal] to a maximum of 120). Motor abnormalities were comprised of all

domains of the UHDRS, including chorea, dystonia, rigidity, bradykinesia and oculomotor

changes. In this cross-sectional report, subjects were divided into groups determined to be

near (<9 years from predicted onset), mid (9–15 years from onset) or far (>15 years from

onset) from clinical diagnosis (predicted years to onset [YTO] was determined using the

CAG repeat length and current age of each subject and a published algorithm based upon

actuarial data for HD clinical diagnosis [5]). All UHDRS domains increased with increasing

proximity to diagnosis. The TRACK-HD study, another large observational study involving

117 premanifest HD gene carriers, has reported prospective longitudinal changes in pHD

[6]. In this study, as in the PREDICT-HD study, when premanifest subjects are divided into

near or far from predicted clinical onset (defined in this study as less than or greater than the

mean YTO, respectively), those subjects that are relatively further along in the degenerative

process (i.e., near) showed a greater increase in motor UHDRS scores. Nonetheless, for the

premanifest group as a whole, there were no significant changes in motor UHDRS scores

over the course of 24 months. Similar findings have been observed in smaller longitudinal

progression studies in pHD. For example, in a cohort of 12 pHD subjects with a mean of ten

predicted YTO, baseline mean UHDRS total motor score was 9.6 and correlated with YTO

[7]. Nonetheless, the mean scores did not increase over almost 4 years of follow-up, likely

because of the high rate of variability within and between subjects. In fact, this variability

has been observed in all studies of motor features in pHD, including the very large

Venezuela kindred [8,9]. This variability suggests that although motor abnormalities can be

identified in pHD, following these changes over time may not be useful for monitoring

progression in pHD. Nonetheless, it is possible that objective quantitative measures of motor
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function could have utility in pHD [10], although larger prospective longitudinal studies of

such markers are needed. In this regard, it is worth noting that the TRACK-HD study does

include quantified motor assessments such as speeded tapping, grip and tongue force

variability, chorea position and orientation indices.

Cognition

Cognitive impairment or dementia is a common feature of symptomatic HD and is perhaps

the major cause of functional impairment and disability. The cognitive abnormalities of

manifest HD are characterized primarily by executive dysfunction, including problems with

planning and organization, flexibility and set shifting and procedural memory and attention

[11]. Subclinical abnormalities of cognitive performance can also be detected many years

before a clinical diagnosis is determined. The PREDICT-HD study has described

impairment across multiple cognitive domains beginning 10–15 years before diagnosis

(Figure 1) [12,13]. Other studies have found similar results [14–16]. Despite the presence of

cognitive abnormalities in pHD, longitudinal progression studies, such as TRACK-HD, have

failed to identify consistent progression in cognitive measures in this population [6]. As with

motor deficits in pHD, the presence and severity of cognitive impairment in pHD is quite

variable, suggesting that although psychometric testing batteries can be utilized to identify

and measure change over time in pHD, using these measures in clinical trials may not be

practical as primary outcome measures. For example, approximately a third of pHD

individuals may meet the criteria for the diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment [13,17],

suggesting that two-thirds do not. Enrollment of pHD subjects in a clinical trial could then

potentially include many subjects without significant measurable cognitive abnormalities,

thereby producing large degrees of variability in cognitive testing results and increasing the

sample size needed to demonstrate efficacy of a potential new therapy. One way around this

may be to screen potential subjects for a minimum amount of impairment before enrollment,

but this may limit the generalizability of the results.

Behavior

The psychiatric manifestations of HD are among the most disabling features of the disease

and can predate the diagnosis of HD by many years. In fact, several reports suggest that the

behavioral aspects of the disease may be among the earliest manifestations, perhaps

beginning as early as 20 years before onset [18,19]. The common psychiatric diagnoses in

HD and pHD include depression and increased suicidality, irritability and agitation, anxiety,

apathy and psychosis with paranoia [20]. Subtle behavioral changes that do not rise to the

level of an overt psychiatric diagnosis are also common in pHD and early HD. Although

behavioral and psychiatric symptoms can be identified in a majority of HD subjects, these

signs and symptoms do not appear to progress (i.e., worsen) in a reliable fashion even in

symptomatic HD [21]. Similarly, neither the PREDICT-HD nor TRACK-HD studies have

identified psychiatric changes that consistently worsen over time in pHD. Given the

variability of the presence and progression of behavioral problems in both pHD and HD, and

the additional confound of effective symptomatic therapies (e.g., antidepressants and

antipsychotics), it is unlikely that assessments of progression in behavioral measures will be

useful as outcome measures for clinical trials of potential disease-modifying therapies.

Nonetheless, behavioral and psychiatric manifestations of HD will continue to be important

targets for novel symptomatic therapies in both pHD and HD.

Monitoring progression in early clinically manifest HD

Many clinical trials have been conducted in individuals clinically affected with HD. Most of

these trials have utilized the UHDRS [4], which includes four domains that measure motor,

cognitive, behavioral and functional status. Individual items or portions of the UHDRS have

also been utilized to focus on specific outcomes [22,23]. Many, but not all, of the UHDRS
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items have been shown to progress in a fairly predictable manner in early symptomatic HD.

For example, the total functional capacity score declines at a rate of approximately one point

per year in this group (Figure 2) [21], and all functional components of the UHDRS appear

to progress in a linear fashion in early HD [24]. In addition, most of the motor items also

progress in a linear fashion, while the behavioral and cognitive components may be less

reliable as measures of progression [24].

Imaging

Although early signs of motor, cognitive and behavioral changes are present in pHD gene

mutation carriers [12,18,25], these clinical measures appear to be less sensitive to disease

progression than imaging biomarkers in the preclinical period [6,26,27]. Although new

clinical measures could be devised that would be more sensitive to changes in pHD,

especially for the period within 5–10 years of clinical disease onset, it appears that many

pHD subjects spend much of the preclinical period of HD in a truly clinically normal state.

To conduct clinical trials of potential disease-modifying therapies that include this group of

subjects will likely require objective and quantitative measures of disease progression such

as imaging [28]. In prior studies, imaging tools such as MRI and PET have been employed

to assess localized changes in brain structure and function in preclinical and early

symptomatic HD patients [29–39]. Recent longitudinal imaging studies have further shed

light on the neural mechanisms of disease progression in HD gene carriers, especially the

changes that occur in the transition between the preclinical period and the onset of

symptoms [7,40].

Dopamine D2 receptor binding

Loss of striatal projection neurons is the primary neuropathological finding in HD [29] and

can be demonstrated even in the earliest pathological stages [30]. Different neuroimaging

methods have been employed to measure this aspect of the neurodegenerative process

during the preclinical period of HD in an effort to provide a measure of progression and to

predict clinical onset.

Dopamine D2 receptors are highly expressed in striatal medium spiny neurons. Dopamine

signaling pathways play a key role in the pathogenesis of HD [41], and dopamine receptor

alterations have been found to occur before neuronal death in transgenic mice models of HD

[31,42]. Thus, [11C]raclopride (RAC) PET has been widely used to quantify striatal

dopamine D2 receptor binding as a measure of projection neuron density in HD. Decreases

in striatal dopamine D2 receptor binding have been documented in pHD [32,43],

demonstrating early HD pathology in human HD mutation carriers before clinical onset [44].

Striatal RAC binding has also been found to decline over time as more neurons are lost in

the striatum [32,43]; these changes in receptor binding have been shown to be associated

with increased disease severity in clinically manifest HD [43,45]. A cross-sectional RAC

PET study reported that striatal D2 receptor binding is likely to be more sensitive than

assessments of regional metabolism in an assessment of early HD progression [46].

Furthermore, progressive loss of D2 receptors in the striatum has been consistently found in

asymptomatic gene carriers [7,40,47] as well as in early symptomatic HD patients [48–50].

In a longitudinal PET study, striatal RAC binding was estimated to decline by an annual rate

of approximately 2–3% during the preclinical period [7], which is in line with prior finding

of progressive regional volume loss in pHD [51]. These results suggest that PET measures

of RAC binding may have utility as a quantitative measure of disease progression in both

pHD and clinical HD.

While much attention has been paid to the progressive loss of striatal D2 receptors in HD,

there has been evidence showing that D2 receptor binding in extrastriatal regions, such as
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frontal and temporal areas, also declines as HD advances [52]. However, new data suggest

that the loss of D2 receptor binding outside the striatum, although it progresses over time, is

still mild in the early stage of HD [53]. Thus, unlike striatal RAC binding, extrastriatal

binding may not be a useful marker in the assessment of disease progression in premanifest

and early symptomatic HD. Moreover, it should be noted that most of the RAC imaging

studies have had a small sample of HD subjects, often fewer than 20, and therefore require

further validation in larger, prospective patient populations. An additional issue regarding

RAC imaging is that it is less available than other techniques such as MRI, which potentially

limits its use in large-scale clinical trials.

MRI

Structural MRI has been widely used as a direct measure of local neuronal loss in HD gene

carriers to quantify volumetric changes in the striatum [45]. Ample evidence suggests that

striatal volume loss begins more than a decade before predicted years to clinical onset and

then progresses linearly in premanifest and early HD individuals [54–57]. In recent

longitudinal studies, the rate of disease progression has been more accurately estimated by

measuring atrophy rates in the caudate and putamen in pHD subjects relative to healthy

controls [26,58,59]. Based on these data, volumetric measurements of striatal atrophy have

been implicated as a useful marker for disease progression in pHD [45,60]. Based on

longitudinal data, it has also been postulated that striatal volumetric loss may be used to

predict HD phenoconversion for as many as 20 years before the onset of the disease [45].

These estimates, although very informative, require careful interpretation given that they

were based on a small sample and have yet to be validated in prospective longitudinal

studies. Moreover, the sensitivity of these regional MRI measures may suffer from several

potential limitations: the low signal-to-noise ratio of local striatal measures causes relatively

large inter- and intra-subject variation; and the estimated rates of striatal loss are relatively

slow (i.e., insensitive to disease progression) due to the long HD preclinical period and a

probable floor effect with advancing disease. Indeed, a new study found that the use of

striatal atrophic measures would require a large number of subjects (~650 in each of the

treatment and placebo arms) to detect a 30% change of the progression rate in a 2-year

clinical trial for pHD [58], likely owing to a relatively greater variability of the regional

data. In addition, it has also been reported that abnormal changes in striatal dopamine D2

receptor binding and metabolic activity may precede volumetric loss in this region in pHD

gene carriers [7,46].

Despite the fact that the earliest and most profound histopathological changes in HD occur

in the striatum, striatal measures fail to capture the extensive pathological and functional

changes outside the striatum in HD. Widespread cortical and subcortical neurodegeneration

has been documented outside the striatum in early disease stages [61–63]. Structural MRI

has been used to measure these extrastriatal changes in pHD [61,64], which have been found

to be associated with early cognitive dysfunction and motor impairment in premanifest gene

carriers [65,66]. It was also reported that white matter volume loss could be detected even

before the appearance of gray matter atrophy and correlated with predicted YTO in pHD

subjects [67]. Furthermore, recent longitudinal data from the TRACK-HD study has

revealed that atrophic loss of white matter, particularly in the frontal and posterior lobes,

correlated with disease progression in prodromal and early HD subjects (Figure 3) [26,58].

Interestingly, although the striatum is the most profoundly affected structure in HD, some of

the extrastriatal measures appear to be more sensitive to progression in both premanifest and

manifest HD subjects [27], thus potentially requiring a smaller sample size in a case–control

clinical trial [58].

In addition to structural MRI, new advances in other MRI techniques in the last decade have

allowed for the development of alternative measures in the assessment of progression in HD.
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Studies with diffusion-weighted imaging showed abnormally increased diffusivity in the

caudate and putamen in premanifest [68] and early symptomatic HD [39]. Nevertheless, a 2-

year longitudinal study with both diffusion-weighted imaging and volumetric MRI found

that the diffusivity may be less sensitive than volume loss in the assessment of striatal

degeneration in early HD [69]. Furthermore, diffusion-tensor imaging studies have revealed

significant changes in fractional anisotropy in subcortical and cortical white matter in pHD

and HD [38,70], associated with cognitive performance in individual subjects [71,72].

Longitudinal changes in white matter fractional anisotropy have also been reported in a

diffusion-tensor imaging study in which HD mutation carriers were followed over a 1-year

period [73]. Interestingly, data have suggested that microstructural changes in white matter

may be present and detectable before volume loss in the progression of early HD [13].

Abnormal iron accumulation in the brain has been implicated in the pathogenesis of HD. An

MRI study found increased iron concentrations in the caudate and putamen and decreased

levels in the frontal lobe white matter in HD patients, associated with concurrent tissue loss

in these regions [74]. The latest study with susceptibility- weighted imaging MRI further

revealed, importantly, that the increases in striatal iron levels begin years before symptom

onset and continue in symptomatic subjects, while the increases in cortical areas are present

only in the symptomatic stages of HD [75]. These findings, along with the animal data that

clioquinol treatment improved the pathologic and behavioral measures of transgenic

Huntington’s mice [76], suggest a novel therapeutic strategy of using metal-binding

compounds to normalize brain iron levels and the use of susceptibility-weighted imaging

MRI as a potential biomarker for the evaluation of treatment effects in pHD.

Imaging of regional brain activity has the potential advantage of capturing the functional

changes associated with HD cellular dysfunction prior to cell death and volume loss. Recent

studies using an arterial-spin labeling MRI technique to evaluate alterations in regional

cerebral blood flow (rCBF) found that premanifest HD subjects showed decreased rCBF in

the prefrontal cortex and the putamen and increased rCBF in the precuneus and the

hippocampus [77]. In early symptomatic HD patients, rCBF reductions were further detected

in the caudate and in the sensorimotor, paracentral, temporal and occipital cortical regions,

which were found to be associated with cognitive dysfunction in these subjects [78]. These

results suggest that quantifying abnormalities of brain function may provide a unique and

sensitive method for assessing potential disease-modifying therapies in pHD and early HD.

Metabolism & brain networks

Functional imaging of cerebral blood flow with H2 15O PET has also played an important

role in investigating the pathophysiology of HD as well as the mechanisms of cognitive

abnormalities in pHD gene mutation carriers [79,80]. By quantifying brain activation during

impaired motor sequence learning in pHD subjects, it was found that activation responses

were abnormally elevated in the thalamus and orbitofrontal cortex. These data suggest that

enhanced activation of thalamocortical pathways during motor learning may compensate for

caudate degeneration in HD gene carriers prior to the onset of clinical symptoms.

Nonetheless, this compensatory mechanism may not be sufficient to maintain normal

performance of motor learning during the preclinical period of the disease [80].

The role of thalamic compensation in pHD was further substantiated in a subsequent

longitudinal imaging study of HD gene carriers [7]. In this study, PET imaging with

[18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) and RAC was utilized to study 12 pHD subjects at baseline

and again at 1.5 and 4 years. Using a cross-sectional network modeling approach based on

principal component analysis (see [81] for a review), the FDG PET data was analyzed in the

combined group of pHD carriers at baseline and 12 age-matched healthy control subjects.

Network modeling identified a specific HD-related spatial covariance pattern (HDRP). This
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pattern is characterized by reductions in striatal and anterior cingulate metabolic activity,

covarying with metabolic increases in the ventrolateral thalamus, cerebellum/dentate

nucleus and in the primary motor cortex (Figure 4A). The spatial topography of the HDRP

network provided validation for a previously identified metabolic network derived utilizing

a different method of analysis and a separate population of pHD subjects [33]. HDRP

network activity was abnormally elevated in the pHD cohort, with higher scores in the pHD

subjects who subsequently developed unequivocal clinical signs of HD within the 4 years of

follow-up (Figure 4B); in addition, individual subject HDRP expression correlated with

estimated YTO [5]. Thus, elevated HDRP expression in pHD subjects implies closer

proximity to symptom onset.

Longitudinal analysis revealed a significant increase in HDRP expression from baseline to

1.5 years and a subsequent decrease from 1.5 to 4 years, showing a tendency to decline after

reaching a peak value (Figure 4B). In this study, multitracer PET data was used to examine

the relationship between the longitudinal changes in HDRP expression and concurrent

declines in caudate and putamen RAC binding. Despite a significant correlation between

RAC binding and local glucose utilization in the striatum, the longitudinal changes in

network activity did not correlate with the declines in striatal RAC binding in the same pHD

subjects. Therefore, the longitudinal changes in HDRP expression, demonstrated with FDG

PET, are likely to represent a unique feature of disease progression that differs from the

focal loss of striatal projection neurons measured by RAC PET. This disassociation between

longitudinal changes in the two imaging measures suggests that the HDRP topography

encompasses local striatal pathology as well as functional changes occurring downstream in

striato-pallido-thalamic-cortical pathways [82].

The nonlinear trajectory of HDRP progression in the preclinical period raises the possibility

that adaptive or compensatory processes are involved prior to symptom onset. These

compensatory processes could be viewed as targets for new therapies (i.e., methods to

enhance compensatory mechanisms in relatively normally functioning brain regions could

ameliorate symptoms of HD) or they could be viewed as complicating imaging measures of

disease progression. In any event, to explore the possibility that compensatory brain changes

were altering the measurements of HD brain network progression, the time course of

changes in regional metabolism within key nodes of the HDRP network was analyzed.

Striatal activity was found to be significantly reduced throughout the follow-up period with

relatively greater declines in the pHD subjects who were subsequently observed to become

clinically manifest (phenoconversion) during the 4 years of follow-up. Interestingly,

elevations in thalamic metabolism were evident in the baseline scans of the pHD subjects

(Figure 4C). This is consistent with the earlier finding that activation in the thalamus was

abnormally elevated during impaired motor sequence learning in pHD subjects [80]. A

progressive loss of this compensatory thalamic response (i.e., declining thalamic metabolism

to subnormal levels) was found in the pHD subjects who proceeded to phenoconvert (Figure

4C). This association of symptom onset with thalamic hypometabolism is likely attributed to

the loss of inhibitory pallidothalamic output and consequent increases in thalamocortical

excitatory activity [83]. Notably, the observed longitudinal decrease in thalamic metabolism

remained significant even after correction for atrophy based upon concurrent MRI data

acquired from the same subjects. Therefore, thalamic hypometabolism related to symptom

onset is independent from, and likely to precede, volume loss in this region that was

observed in early symptomatic HD [26]. Thalamic atrophy was found to be linked to the

impairment of executive function [34]. That said, it remains a controversial issue whether

thalamic volume loss can be reliably detected in early HD given that minimal thalamic

atrophy has been reported in other MRI studies [84,85].
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At the network level, symptom onset was also found to be associated with the decline in

HDRP expression, which is linked to the loss of compensation of the thalamic node in this

network as the disease advances to early symptomatic stage. Because of its curvilinear

trajectory with an initial increase followed by subsequent decline, the HDRP is althought to

be a compensatory network during the preclinical phase of HD. These findings suggest a

role of functional metabolic networks as useful biomarkers of disease progression in the

preclinical period. Quantitative assessment of the integrity of compensatory functional

pathways with the HDRP could potentially improve the accuracy of actuarial predictions of

clinical onset, although further investigation is needed to validate this network before its

application in clinical trials of HD.

The identification of compensatory changes in brain function raises the possibility of

identifying brain networks that underlie the clinical manifestations of HD distinct from brain

changes that purely reflect disease progression. Such measures could also be useful for

assessing novel symptomatic therapies. To this purpose, we have attempted to identify

spatial covariance patterns that are expressed specifically in newly symptomatic HD patients

but not in pHD subjects. We performed a network analysis on the longitudinal pHD data at 4

years of follow-up, which was comprised of FDG PET scans from four members of the

original pHD cohort who had phenoconverted by this time point, and six others who

remained presymptomatic. We identified a candidate phenoconversion pattern (Figure 5A)

characterized by metabolic increases in primary motor and premotor cortex associated with

relative reductions in the ventral thalamus [86]. At the 4-year time point, the expression of

this pattern was elevated in the early symptomatic patients as compared with the healthy

controls and the nonphenoconverted pHD subjects (Figure 5B). In this cohort, subject scores

for this pattern correlated significantly with UHDRS motor ratings. Retrospective

quantification of this pattern in the scans of these subjects at baseline and 1.5 years revealed

that network activity was already elevated in the four phenoconverters at the times when

they were considered to be presymptomatic on clinical grounds.

Electrophysiological data have revealed the presence of abnormal motor cortex plasticity in

pHD [87]. However, in contrast to our observation on the role of the thalamus (a key node in

the symptom-related network) in the manifestation of HD, this abnormality may not be

associated directly with the emergence of motor signs and symptoms in HD [88]. In the

current study, given the small number of early symptomatic patients available at the third

time point and their very mild motor manifestations, the candidate pattern in its current form

is unlikely to be used as a robust imaging marker of HD symptoms to assess response to

symptomatic therapy. Additional gene-positive early symptomatic subjects, if added in the

network analysis, may help to capture a larger proportion of data variability associated with

emerging motor manifestations. This may allow for identification of a more significant

symptom-related network marker specifically related to phenotype, resulting in a more

accurate discrimination between symptomatic HD patients and clinically unaffected pHD

carriers. It is conceivable that, in contrast to the compensatory HDRP expression that

declines after reaching a peak value before symptom onset, the activity of the symptom-

related pattern continues to rise as pHD gene carriers approach phenoconversion and as

symptoms worsen in the early clinical phase of the disease. Such a network marker may also

have practical value as a means of objectively assessing the effects of new therapies for HD

motor symptoms.

Novel network assessments

New theoretical advances in multivariate analysis have allowed for substantial

improvements in the predictive accuracy of network quantification approaches. Specifically,

the ordinal trends (OrT) model can be used in longitudinal imaging data to identify a special

class of progression networks [89]. Rather than detecting covariance patterns with
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increasing (or decreasing) activity at the group level, this novel approach specifies networks

in which these changes are present at the individual subject level. In other words, using

nonparametric permutation approaches [89, 90], the OrT analysis seeks trends in the

progression of network activity that appear in most, if not all, individual members of the

cohort. The resulting OrT patterns based on the longitudinal changes within the same

subjects are likely to be more specifically related to disease progression than other patterns

derived from traditional network analysis of cross-sectional data, which primarily separate

the subjects from healthy controls. Moreover, by substantially reducing the large variability

of imaging data from individual regions, the OrT network reflects co-varying changes across

regions and is likely to be a superior measure of disease progression over regional imaging

measures. For those reasons, the rigorous OrT computational approach is especially useful

in longitudinal studies of neurodegenerative processes such as HD in which the assumption

of monotonicity is reasonable on biological grounds.

In an ongoing investigation, we have applied the OrT analysis to FDG PET scan data across

multiple time points from pHD subjects to assess longitudinal changes in metabolic activity

at the network level [86]. Activity of the resulting metabolic network (referred to as HD

progression pattern) increases predictably over time in both pHD and symptomatic HD, and

correlates with predicted YTO based upon CAG repeat length and age. Our preliminary data

suggest that the application of this pattern to longitudinal FDG PET scans has the potential

to detect significant brain dysfunction more than a decade before HD can be clinically

diagnosed. Thus, this functional measure of metabolic abnormalities in HD has great

potential as an objective means of assessing new neuroprotective therapies in pHD. This

novel network approach may also have the advantage of substantially reducing the number

of subjects needed for clinical trials of new therapies aimed at slowing progression of HD.

Conclusion

As disease-modifying therapies are sought for neurodegenerative disorders, novel

biomarkers are needed to assess these therapies. In HD, individuals that will ultimately

develop HD can be identified through genetic testing many years before clinical onset,

raising the prospect of delaying or forestalling disease onset. Although reliable and valid

clinical measures, such as the UHDRS, are available for studying therapies in clinically

manifest HD subjects, existing clinical measures are not likely to be very useful for

demonstrating disease modification in pHD. Imaging, however, has shown great promise for

detecting abnormalities in pHD and for measuring progression over time even in the absence

of clinical findings. It is noted that the estimated sample size based on imaging data for

future clinical trials varies between studies, likely due to the differences in imaging

methodology, study design, subject characteristics and other factors. That said, the use of

validated imaging measures as biomarkers, in addition to the primary clinical end points,

may reduce the number of subjects needed for clinical trials and improve the cost efficiency

and chance for success of these studies. Nonetheless, the utilization of imaging as an

outcome measure in clinical trials will need to be undertaken with caution. In Parkinson’s

disease, the use of imaging measures (e.g., dopamine transporter ligands or fluorodopa) in

clinical trials has demonstrated that many of the same confounds that apply to clinical

measures (e.g., unknown effects of drugs on the outcome measure and variability between

sites) may also apply to imaging measures [91]. To truly validate, new outcome measures

will require their use initially as adjunctive measures in clinical trials, and this will likely

occur with imaging measures in future HD clinical trials. Finally, utilizing a combination of

clinical, imaging and biological measures (e.g., CAG repeat length and other cerebrospinal

fluid or blood measures [92]) may lead to a composite biomarker that can be used to

accurately predict disease onset or rate of progression.
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Future perspective

Many people that carry the genetic mutation for HD, but are not yet affected by the disease,

function at a normal level, especially when they are many years from the expected time of

onset based upon actuarial data. In fact, these individuals may achieve high levels of success

in all aspects of professional and personal life. Nonetheless, pathological changes predate

the onset of overt clinical signs of HD by many years and are often accompanied by subtle

clinical changes. Whether these changes begin at some point during the individual’s life or

actually during early developmental periods remains unknown. Certainly, studying the

progression of an underlying neurodegenerative process in individuals at risk for HD raises

many challenging ethical and scientific questions. Nonetheless, it is likely that over the next

5–10 years there will be new attempts to slow HD progression and delay or forestall disease

onset in this population. These clinical trials will likely involve a combination of clinical,

imaging and perhaps other biological outcome measures. Although much data has been

collected in longitudinal observational studies in an effort to prepare for these clinical trials,

it is likely that the data collected during these trials will have an even greater impact on the

selection and design of future outcome measures.
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Practice Points

▪ Huntington’s disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant neurodegenerative

disorder that usually starts in mid-adult life.

▪ The clinical disease progresses to death over an average of 20 years.

▪ Genetic testing can identify gene mutation carriers years before disease onset,

suggesting the prospect that potential disease-modifying therapies could be

used in preclinical HD to delay or forestall disease onset.

▪ Many clinical trials have been conducted in clinically affected HD patients.

▪ The goals of these trials have been to develop better symptomatic therapies

or to identify therapies to slow disease progression.

▪ Since these trials have been conducted in clinically manifest HD patients,

clinical outcome measures such as the Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating

Scale have been utilized.

▪ Future clinical trials will likely focus on preclinical HD gene mutation

carriers prompting the need for novel outcome measures.

▪ Brain imaging with MRI and PET consistently demonstrates abnormalities in

preclinical and early HD.

▪ Changes in regional brain volumes, dopamine D2 receptor binding and

abnormal brain network expression can be measured over time in preclinical

HD, and these changes correlate with predicted years to disease onset.

▪ These imaging measures may have utility for measuring the efficacy of

potential disease-modifying agents in preclinical HD.

▪ Future clinical trials to assess novel therapies aimed at slowing disease

progression and delaying disease onset in preclinical carriers of the HD gene

mutation will likely utilize a combination of clinical and imaging outcome

measures.

▪ The exact measures that are used will likely evolve as more data is collected

during the conduct of actual clinical trials.
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Figure 1. Relationship between estimated years to diagnosis of Huntington’s disease and various
other measures in presymptomatic gene carriers
On each plot, the solid line represents the predicted mean response and broken lines

represent the 95% CIs for the mean.

Reproduced from [12] with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd.
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Figure 2. Progressive decline of total functional capacity at varying points in the course of
clinically manifest Huntington’s disease
Bars represent the confidence intervals of the mean annual rates of decline.

TFC: Total functional capacity.

Reproduced with permission from [21].
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Figure 3. MRI volumetric changes in preclinical and early symptomatic Huntington’s disease
Statistical parametric maps showing regions in which (A) gray matter and (B) white matter

atrophy rates in the presymptomatic (pre-HD-A and pre-HD-B groups) and early

symptomatic (HD1 and HD2 groups) HD patients were significantly different from the

healthy control group (family-wise error at p < 0.05 level).

HD: Huntington’s disease.

Reproduced from [26] © 2011 with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 4. The Huntington’s disease-related metabolic pattern
(A) This pattern was identified by network analysis of baseline [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose

PET scans from 12 presymptomatic Huntington’s disease (HD) gene carriers and 12 age-

matched healthy volunteer subjects. The pattern was characterized by metabolic decreases in

the striatum and cingulate cortex associated with relative increases in the ventral thalamus,

motor cortex and occipital lobe. Subject scores for this pattern discriminated the preclinical

HD (pHD) subjects from the controls (p < 0.01). The display represents voxels that

contribute significantly to the network at p < 0.005. Voxels with positive region weights

(metabolic increases) are color coded from red to yellow; those with negative region weights

(metabolic decreases) are color coded from blue to purple. (B) Mean HD-related metabolic

pattern activity in the pHD group (squares) at baseline, and at the 1.5 and 4 year follow-up

visits. Mean network activity is represented separately for the four pHD subjects (triangles)

who subsequently developed symptoms, and for the eight remaining pHD subjects (circles)

who had not phenoconverted by the third time point. Mean HD-related metabolic pattern

activity is abnormally elevated at all time points, although a significant decline (p < 0.05) in
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pattern expression was evident between 1.5 and 4 years. The broken and dotted lines

represent the mean ± standard deviation for the 12 healthy control subjects. (C) The pHD

subjects demonstrated an elevation of thalamic metabolism at baseline (p < 0.05), which was

more pronounced in the subgroup who did not phenoconvert during the follow-up period

(circles). Elevated thalamic metabolism persisted in these nonconverters. Although

elevations in thalamic metabolism were also present in the baseline scans of those subjects

who subsequently phenoconverted (triangles), this local metabolic response declined to

subnormal levels over time in this subgroup. The broken and dotted lines represent the mean

± standard error for the 12 healthy control subjects.

(A & C) Reproduced from [7] with permission from Oxford University Press.
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Figure 5. The Huntington’s disease symptom-related metabolic pattern
(A) This pattern was identified by network analysis of [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose PET scans

from the ten original preclinical Huntington’s disease subjects who returned for follow-up at

4 years, including four subjects who had phenoconverted by this time point and six others

who remained presymptomatic. This candidate pattern was characterized by metabolic

increases in primary motor and premotor regions associated with relative decreases in the

ventral thalamus. The display represents voxels that contribute significantly to the network

at p < 0.01. Voxels with positive region weights (metabolic increases) are color coded from

red to yellow; those with negative region weights (metabolic decreases) are color coded

from blue to purple. (B) Subject scores for this pattern were elevated in the four subjects

who had phenoconverted by 4 years (triangles). Elevations in network activity were also

present in the baseline and 1.5-year scans of these subjects. By contrast, network values for

the remaining nonphenoconverters (circles) were in the normal range at all three time points.

Squares represent the mean of all preclinical Huntington’s disease subjects at the three time

points. The broken and dotted lines represent the mean ± standard deviation for the 12

healthy control subjects.
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